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EDITORIAL

OF ALL THE buildings known to our grandparents, none has changed so radically as the general
hospital. Technological progress, particularly in the electrical field , has wrought great changes
in many buildings including the modern house, but, in the hospital, technological advances have
combined with medical science to produce a building unrecognizable to even this generation.
The multi-storey hospital becomes, whenever po ssible, a one or two storey building; the monumental proportions of the hospital dedicated to civic pride has given way to one of human scale;
wards have become smaller; ceilings lower, and drabn ess inherited from the workhouse has
given way to colour and hope.
What would the mechanical trades cost in Lister's, or even Osler's time? Today they are 30
per cent. of the cost of the building, an d such a percentage includes only fixed equipment.
Against such a figure, the architect is powerless to reduce costs substantially. H e and his
Hospital Board look, naturally, at outside brick walls as thou gh they represented the difference
between an expensive and an economical building. He may change to concrete block, or he
may change to cardboard. In a fit of rage, he may omit the outside walls altogether, and be
will save only 3.7 p er cent. of the total cost. The combination of rising prices and improved
technical services are an unholy alliance against which the architect will find it hard to effect
economies. Sound planning, the closest scrutiny of material and methods of construction,
along with such obvious savings as the 8 foot, 6 inch ceiling height (unless prevented by
obsolete codes) are the architect's only opportunities for reducing costs.
We wonder whether hospital construction will ever catch up with need-whether a Minister
will ever be able to sit back and say "we have 20 per cent. vacancies in the hospitals of this
city or province." The growth of organizations like the Blue Cross Plan for Hospital Care, the
Welfare State, and Workmen's Compensation Board all tend to keep the number of needed
. beds vastly in advance of actual accommodation. The only hope, and it is a long way off, would
seem to be that medical service will make such strides as to make hospitalization necessary for
a smaller and smaller section of the population. We have heard it said that no more tubercular
sanatoriums of any size will be built in Canada, and that some will close in less than a decade.
Only last week, when we were in New York, we read that the city's largest V.D . clinic had
just been closed. Is it possible that we are approaching Samuel Butler's EREWHON where the
greatest crime was that of being ill ?
In the meantime, 30 p er cent. of the beds in our general hospitals (at any rate in Ontario)
are occupied by the chronically ill. That is to say that in the 1,000 bed hospital, 333 p ersons
are, in a year, occupying beds that would be used by nearly 12,000 p ersons on a ten day average
stay in hospital. Over Canada, the figures b ecom e astronomical. If the chronic hospital were
cheaper to build than the general hospital, the answer would be simple, but unfortunately it is
not. Only the convalescent hospital, which would lack the operating rooms of the general
hospital, or the rooms for therapies of all kinds in the good chronic hospital, seems to offer any
possibility for economical building. It always surprises us that more are not built, because the
number of beds made available in acute general hospitals would be considerable.
In Ontario, we are conducting a campaign among architects and laymen to discourage the
use of the term "cost per bed," and to encourage the much more rational "cost per cubic foot. "
No one speaks any more of classroom costs in a school, and a moment's thought will de monstrate the foolishness of the bed as a unit of cost. One might as well use it to indicate the cost
of a house. The campaign is meeting with much success.
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PROGRESS IN HOSPITAL PLANNING

THE HISTORY of the art of healing disease is one of
conservatism, for changes in this field have come slowly.
It has been the gradual growth of knowl edge and understanding intermingled with superstition and magic.
W e have knowledge that the Egyptians 4,000 to 5,000
years ago practised medicine; tru e, it was all mixed up
with their religion , superstition and certain practical
measures. For exampl e, they p erform ed crude operations,
such as splinting broken bones, but they also believed that
by eating certain internal organs of a fox, one would
absorb his cunning or a similar procedure with a lion
would give one courage.
However, they had many drugs including opium. They
would serve up a broth of boiled toads for those suffering
from heart disease. W e now know that the skin of a toad
contains a certain amount of Digitalis, which I am informed is a beneficial drug for heart sufferers.
It is known that the Minoan Civilization of Crete, as far
back as 4,000 B.C., had institutions of refuge where they
sought to heal disease by medicine. In India the old Hindu
law books mention that each village must have a hospital,
which they state should have adequate ventilation, with no
dust, no odours, and should be quiet. They state that the
operating room should be clean and bright and the surgeon should be silent and quick. It is interesting that these
surgeons had as many as 125 different instruments with
which to practise their skills, while Pare of France, one of
the greatest surgeons of all time, who lived in the sixteenth
century, had only 5 different instruments to assist him in
his work.
Before the Christian era, hospitals were mostly the
temples of the Gods of Medicine.
It was only natural that Christianity, with our teaching
of love and care for our fellow man, should take unto itself
the care of the sick. It was only natural, too, that the early
Christians leaned more towards nursing care and religion
than towards Science and Medicine.
The oldest hospital that is still in operation is the Hotel
Dieu in Paris, which was opened in 660 A.D. It consisted
of four main wards 36 feet wide by 240 feet long. Patients
were placed three to six in a bed and it was not uncommon
for a patient to be lying next to a corpse for some time
before it was discovered .
W e have come a long way in hospital care since those
far off days, but it is only in fairly recent times that the
radical changes have taken place.
The first hospital of the new world was built 425 years
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ago in Mexico City by Cortez for the use of his soldiers.
But the first General Hospital was built here in this historical city. There is no need to tell you of the History of the
Hotel Dieu which has been serving the people of Quebec
since 1639, or the Hotel Dieu Jeanne Mance which has
been giving a similar service to Montreal since 1644.
It was not until the Industrial Revolution of the nineteenth century that real strides were made in the design
of hospitals. For it was then that modern inventions in the
mechanical field produced such items as steam for heating,
elevators, sterilizers and an appreciation of the possibilities of mechanical ventilation. It was natural, therefore;
that these developments would be incorporated into our
hospitals, allowing the designer more flexibility and freeing him from the fetters that restrained his confreres in the
past.
Obviously these changes did not come all at once, nor
were they immediately incorporated in all our hospitals.
In this regard it is interesting to mention a description of
the Montreal General Hospital in the year 1867, which has
been given to us by the late Dr F. J. Shepherd.
He stated that hospitals generally at that time were
places where people came to die. In this particular hospital, it was not uncommon to find rats in the wards , but
little fresh air. He goes on to say that the nursing was very
poor and that surgeons operated with septic hands and
dirty instruments. It was customary for them to operate in
their frock coats, which, he states, were baptized by the
blood of their victims.
HosPITAL PLANNING

In the early part of this century many of our hospitals
were designed to produce a pleasing and often extravagant
exterior to the detriment of internal requirements. They
appeared to be designed to impress the passerby and to
satisfy civic pride, as much as to serve the patient and
facilitate the work of the hospital staff.
In this regard definite progress has been made. Today
we all realize that the planning of a hospital commences
with determining the unit requirements of patient accommodation, and the proper integration of all the various
units, that comprise the modern hospital. This conception
of planning the building from within and, at the same
time, bearing in mind such items as proper orientation,
contours of the site, plus possible future expansion, I believe to be one of the greatest contributions for better hospitals today and one wherein we have shown considerable
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progress.
With the advent of high speed elevators and also the
high cost of property in many of our cities, it was only
natural that a vertical plan be considered for some of our
larger hospitals.
The advantages of this type of structure are first, that
it is a great tim e saver for staff, who can reach any ward
in a matter of seconds (if the elevators are sufficient in
number); then there is economy in locating mechanical
equipment such as plumbing, heating, and ventilating,
vertically, rather than horizontally; there is a reduction in
the amount of land required and perhaps view and air are
more pleasant when one gets well above city streets.
On the other hand, in a building with multiple floors ,
the designer has to conform to a general floor pattern
which often prohibits the best solution for a particular
unit. It is a difficult problem to add an addition to this type
of structure, and there is a lack of flexibility which is most
desirable in any hospital building, which must keep
abreast of the ever changing demands of medical progress.
Architects in consultation with hospital authorities and
the medical profession have produced innumerable solutions in an attempt to find the most suitable shape for a
hospital plan. The plans have taken the shape of aT, L, U,
X, H , Double H , squares and combinations of these. Then
there are hospitals that are composed of multiple buildings; the extreme of these is p erhaps the Rudolph Virchon
Hospital of Berlin that had 59 separate buildings.
The majority of our hospitals in Canada are under 50
beds and this size of hospital is most efficient with patient
accommodation and diagnostic facilities all on one floor.
A cruciform plan is p erhaps the most suitable for this size
of institution.
Hospitals between 100 and 250 beds are probably the
ideal size for the majority of our communities and here we
find that buildings of 4 to 6 stories fulfil the need very satisfactorily. The actual shape that the building may take is
dependent upon a number of factors, but one usually finds
that the space required on the ground floor is much in
excess of that required for the upper floors .
The problem of designing the modern hospital is one
of attemptin g to foresee the future demands that will b e
made upon the building by our ever increasing medical
knowledge, and also by the development in our society of
an awareness of the advantages of preventive medicine
and public health generally.
More and more we are thinking of our hospitals as
centres for the health of the community. It is recommendeel that our larger hospitals entertain the possibility of
including short term psychiatric patients, and thereby
make available early treatment to p atients, who if this
were not available might b ecome long stay patients in a
provincial mental hospital.
CHRONIC PATIENT

The probl em of the aged and infirm is becoming more
and more a problem as medicine continues to increase our
life span. If for no other reason than selfish motives, we
should have facilities for the chronic patient, so that they
may make available beds, which they now occupy in our
General Hospitals .
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They can be well cared for in hospitals, especially designed for the purpose, and at a much cheaper rate than
the per diem rate of a general hospital. They might well
be in a wing of a General Hospital or situated close at
hand in order to receive proper medical care.
A hospital that fulfils such a need is b eing operated in
Windsor, Ontario, at a rate of $3.91 p er patient clay. There
are many reasons for this low cost. The number of technical staff is less but salaries are not skimped. On the contrary, the Chef, for example, receives $350 per month.
There is no monotony of food with over 40 different
menus. Everything possible is bought directly from the
manufacturers, meatpackers and canners.
Television sets are installed in all day rooms and children's ward. They are very popular and help to bring the
outside world into these patients that otherwise would
have the hospital grounds as their horizon. Perhaps this is
a forecast of what we may expect in the future, particularly for hospitals with long stay patients.
Som e hospitals in the U.S.A. are televising surgical operations - some in colour. A surgical light is now b eing designed in conjunction with a camera for taking coloured
motion pictures of operations.
Musrc THERAPY
Music has therapeutic value. Recent research and exp eriments at the University of Chicago Clinics show that
by use of earphones on the patient in the operating room,
music is an aid in relieving fears and effectively blocking
out the disturbing operating room noises. The anesthetist's
findings are less emotional disturbance, and a reduction in
quantity of anesthetic used. The surgeons stated it makes
for a more relaxed patient, which facilitates their work.
Also, the surgeon has much more vocal freedom in teaching. This, of course, is when locals or spinals are given.
And so p erhaps progress may dictate a more generous
use of music in our hospitals.
PATIENT A ccoMMODATION

Hospitals are built to serve the people and the patient
is the most important p erson in the hospital. It is for the
patients' good, no matter how indirectly, that we should
strive to improve our institutions. Quiet, rest and good
food will go a long way to cure the sick.
We have progressed in the design of patients' rooms.
We no longer like to see large wards. One would prefer
not more than four beds parallel to the exterior wall and
not deeper than two from the window. The patient then
has more privacy. It is quieter and the hospital obtains
more flexibility in patient accommodation. The only argument in favour of the large wards of the past is cost. It is
cheaper to build and cheaper to staff.
W e have progressed in our conception of toilet accommodation for patients. A great number of hospitals are
now planning toilets directly off each ward, thereby
removing the bedpan from the corridors. With early
ambulation, this is an important factor, but one should
remember that a nurse has often to assist a patient to the
toilet. Therefore, this area should not be made too narrow.
A second point in this regard is that the modern toilet is
no more than 16 to 18 inches off the floor and this is too low
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for people with certain abdominal operations or people
who may b e very weak. The toilet could easily be set up
on a terrazzo or concrete curb of 2 or 3 inches. Grab rails
on either side of the toilet should also be provided.
pAGING AND CALL SYSTEMS
There have been many advances in recent years both in
doctors' paging systems and nurses' call systems. Two
main systems are visual and audible. Then there are
systems which are a combination of both these. Many
hospitals in this province hav.e installed audible patientnurse communication and all who used them seem very
pleased with the results. An interesting article appears in
the May issue of HosPITALS regardin g the installation of
an audible system in St Luke's Hospital, Cleveland. With
this system the nurse can reset the two-way speaker without going to the patient's b edside.
The patient depresses the call button; the pilot light at
bedside, corridor light over the door, and bullseye light
at the nurses' station all go on. On seeing the patient's light
in the master unit, the operator closes the circuit and converses with the patient to determine his needs and dispatch
the proper attendant to him .
The patients like the system because the prompt
acknowledgment of the call eases their mind, even if it
is not possible to render the service at the moment. The
hospital likes it because there is much less traffic in the
corridors and also as 50 per cent. of calls are for services
that can be rendered by someone other than the graduate
nurse, or they have been in the nature of questions that
can b e answered verbally by the ward secretary.
Hospital surroundings should be as homelike and cheerful as conditions will permit. To give you an example of
what can b e done, the Charlottetown Hospital in P.E.I.
has recently completed a large addition and uses a special
canvas backed wallpaper, with a plastic surface throughout the wards. When you step off the elevator you are
greeted by a very pleasant homelike atmosphere.
SouND INSULATION
To-day sound insulation is a "must" in a well designed
hospital. It should b e in corridors and in all areas where
noise originates. There is no reason why it should not be
placed in operating and case rooms. In fact, many hospitals in the U.S.A. have installed it in these rooms.
The only precaution is that insulation on ceilings of
these room should be fastened mechanically and not
placed on the ceiling by means of glue alone.
CoNDUCTIVE FLOORING
The development of explosive anesthetic gases brought
with it the danger of the possibility of explosions in areas
where it was used. The most common danger is from static
electricity. This can be overcome by equalizing the electric
potential of everything within the room , including the
personnel. The logical way to do this is via the floor. Consequently, mJich research work has been done with various
materials in order that they meet the standards as laid
down by the National Fire Protection Association.
Recently at the Upper Midwest Hospital Conference,
we were informed by a member of the Committee set up
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to study the problem, that there had been, to date, three
materials approved for flooring by the Underwriters
Laboratories.
The three materials mentioned were:
1: Conducote- Mfgr W. G. Legge Co., 101 Park Ave. ,
N.Y. 17
2: Conductive Staticproof Plastic Flooring, Federal Flooring Corp., 82 West Dedham St, Boston 18, Mass.
3: A conductive typ e of paint
You will note that the terrazzo gridded floor is not
included.
Everything in the room must be grounded to the floor.
For details in this regard, I would refer you to pamphlet
o. 56, entitled Recommended Safe Practice for Hosp-ital
Operat·ing Room, 1949 adopted by the N.F.P .A. and N.B.
of F.U. The cost is 25 cen ts and can be obtained from
N.F.P.A., 60 Batterymarch Street, Boston 10, Mass.
One word of warning, and it is that just doing half a
job in this regard is no good, and further, even with all the
precautions, the most important is the constant awareness
of operating room p ersonnel of the danger of an explosion.
With the rapid advances in surgical knowledge and a
better appreciation of aseptic techniques, there have been
improvements in the planning of surgical suites. Hospitals
of 150 beds and over should include in their planning a
recovery room, located in the surgical suite. A trained sta£f
is in charge of patients during the critical period, oxygen
and suction are immediately available and the anesthetist
is within easy call, if an emergency should occur.
CENTRAL SuPPLY
A central location for sterilization of supplies required
for the whole hospital provides for better technique
because staff are specially trained to carry out this work.
Th ere is no divided responsibility and there is economy of
expensive a utoclaving equip ment. It is desirable to have
central sterilizing and supply adjacent to the surgical suite
as this unit is the largest single user of sterilized materials.
Some autoclaves are now being manufactured with insulated casings. This overcomes the necessity of recessing
them into walls.
Taking a tip from industry, one of the latest designs for
this area has placed the desk of the nurse in charge of the
department out in a central position where she can visually
control all procedures in the area and research is now
under way to produce equipmen t so that she has complete
control of all autoclaving directly from this desk.
NEW MATERIALS
Progress has been made in recent years in the development of new materials for buildings. The new materials
are mostly with regard to finishes.
The building industry is one of long ages of slow
development, where new methods have been grafted on
to the established practise of using basic materials and
methods. The use of prefabricated bar joists, new metals,
light weight concrete, building boards, plywood panels,
structural glass and plastics, are all fairly recent developments in construction although we accept them as
commonplace today.
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FIRE HAZARD

ULTRA-VIOLET LIGHTS

Then there is the development of fire retardant paints
that have excellent qualities and definitely have a place
in any of our smaller hospitals that are not of fire resistant
construction.
It is not necessary for me to emphasize to this audience
the potential danger of fire in our hospitals with examples
like Effingham and Mercy Hospital, Davenport, Iowa, still
fresh in our memories.
Fire resistant construction is the ideal, with methods of
discovering a fire in its incipient stage and combatting it
before it can get under way. Then there should be a
reliable method of removing patients if the fire cannot be
brought under control. Zoning of hospitals by means of fire
doors is also very important, especially to keep smoke and
heat out of areas occupied by patients. A good sprinkler
system, particularly in the basement, where fires are liable
to occur, is a great protection. There should also b e at least
two independent means of egress from every floor and
from every separate section of a floor, and inside stairs
should be enclosed and of fire resistant construction.
There are many excellent heat actuated alarm systems
on the market now to assist you in giving proper protection
to the patient. You cannot afford to gamble with their lives.
Progress has been made in the development of fire fighting
equipment, but one of the most important considerations
in this regard is a constant awareness of the hospital staff
to the potential danger of fire.

There has been much discussion regarding the value
and danger of using ultra-violet lights as a method of
reducing airborne infection, particularly in nurseries. It is
interesting to note what has been decided in this regard
in the new Sick Children's Hospital in Toronto. Individual
technique is to be maintained in this hospital for the infant
group up to 2 years of age.
The wards for this age group are divided by 7 feet
partitions that extend to the floor, with the upper portion
glazed. Ultra-violet germicidal lights are located at the top
of the partitions and throw a horizontal beam across the
top of the cubicle, and another light at the head of the door
throws a curtain of light down across the door. This system
was tried out in the former hospital where it was found
that where the lights were installed, the incidence of cross
infection was half that of unprotected areas.
These lights are also used in refrigerators to overcome
the forming of molds on food. There is a successful installation of this type in the Bethesda Naval Hospital in
Washington which I have seen.

OxYGEN

The modern hospital should be piped for oxygen. Such
a system pays for itself over the years by a saving in gas
and a saving in labour transporting heavy cylinders
throughout the hospital. Such an installation means an
increase in the initial cost of the building but a saving in
operating exp ense in an amount that will pay for the cost
of the system in a few years .
I would recommend piped oxygen for the following
areas:
Operating and Case Rooms
Recovery Rooms
Premature and Suspect Nurseries
Emergency Department,
and certain rooms in various wards, particularly medical
and pediatric.
SucTioN
Centralized suction should be included in operating and
case rooms, recovery rooms, emergency department, premature nurseries, nose, ear and throat department and in
the laboratories.
PNEUMATIC TUBES

A great deal of a hospital's efficiency depends upon
detailed and accurate paper work, which must be transferred to and from various departments. The installation
of a pneumatic tube system, particularly in our larger
hospitals, is a speedy dependable messenger service that
saves time and labour for the staff.
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Finally, I would like to say a word about the progress
that has been made in providing good food to the patient
and for the staff.
Proper logical planning of the kitchen in relation to
storage areas, dining rooms, and speedy transportation to
the ward pantries, is recognized as of prime importance.
Then the sub planning of the kitchen divided into the
various food preparation areas, cooking area, refrigerators,
dishwashing, potwashing, dietitians' offices and the various
sub-storage areas is of vital importance. If the space
allotted is too small, one has inefficiency and bad tempers;
if it is too large, then time and energy are wasted.
The aim today in designing the modern institutional
kitchen is fewer p artitions, more natural light and ventilation, and allowance for easier supervision. There is less
space allotted to special diets, as the trend is to include
more of the regular food, and to make special diets
approach the normal diet as much as possible.
More and more stainless metals are being used for
ovens, refrigerators, steam cookers, etc. Rounded corners
on equipment and adjustable pipe legs are the trend. The
manufacturers are continuously devising new pieces of
equipment to assist in the prep aration of food in a more
efficient manner.
At the recent convention of the National Restaurant
Association in Chicago, many new pieces of equipment
were shown including:
(a) Revolving ovens that distribute heat more evenly.
(b) Full jacketed steam kettles, which allow fuller use of
the kettle and also sloping interior to facilitate easy
drain-off.
(c) Automatic pressure type steam cookers with each
compartment controlled individually by electrical time
clocks.
(d) A new type of dishwashing machine which has no
baskets but an endless belt; the dishes are air dried
and then removed from the belt. .
(e) A new fully automatic silver washer and drier, which
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washes, rinses, sterilizes and dries. It takes 3Jf minutes
to complete the cycle.
They showed a new type of combination range, an
electrically operated pot and pan cleaning machine; an
electrically operated fish scaler and even a machine for
making patties.
There were also new types of radiant food warmers for
cafeterias, heated food carts, coffee urns and hot food
tables. The manufacturers of such equipment, spurred on
by competition, are continually striving for more efficient
equipm ent and so we have progress in this particular field
of hospital needs.
RADIOLOGY

With the spectacular increase of the voltages attained
in X-Ray Therapy and the application of radioactive isotopes to medical treatment, the problem of protection
against the harmful effects of radiation becomes increasingly more important; thus placing large radiological
departments underground may be the answer to the high
costs of protection.
It is difficult to foresee the future needs of this department. Perhaps a cure for cancer may be found or other
uses for X-Ray Therapy evolved as well as a more general
use of radioactive isotopes.
Progress, we know, is continuou s in this particular fi eld
and to safeguard the future, it is suggested that the Radiology D epartment be located between units of the hospital

PLANNING

that would not be too difficult or costly to dislodge, if
expansion should be necessary.
I cannot close without mentioning one development
which none of us are pleased to see, and that is the increasing costs of nearly everything which p ertains to hospital
construction and operation.
The high costs of hospital care force all to scurtinize
their own establishments with a view to increasing
efficiency. This is particularly true in regard to personnel
with payrolls taking over 60 p er cent. of the hospital dollar.
The challenge starts when the architect and hospital
superintendent study their plans, for they must provide a
structure that is efficient in all respects, but especially,
they must reduce wasted effort on the part of those who
operate the hospital and care for the sick.
The various labour saving devices and methods that
have been produced in recent years must b e investigated
and their cost evaluated against the saving in operation. It
is a case of weighing initial cost as against continuing or
operating cost, for these two figures cannot be separated.
I cannot close without paying a sincere tribute to the
men and women of the church hospitals throughout our
country, who have devoted their lives to the noble cause
of alleviating suffering. They are aware of the great
advances in medical care, as proved by the many fine hospitals they have built, but, also, they have not forgotten
the value of good bedside nursing. H ere service goes hand
in hand with progress.
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20

DELIVERY
MATERNITY 1B Beds
20. Delivery
17 Cribs
21. Sterilizing
1. Toilet
22. Scrub-up
2. Bath
23 . Clean -up
3. Special Nurses
24. labour
4. Nurses' Station
25. Utility
5. Utility
26. Doctors
6. Serve ry
27. Showe r and Toil et
7. Janitor
28. Premature
B. Sub Utility
29. Examination and Trea tment
9 . Flower Room
30. Chart Room
10. Solarium
11. lin en Chute
31. Nurses' Station
32. Nurses' lockers
12. Stretchers
33 . Sterile Storage
13. Storage
34. Work Room
14. Isolation and Crib
15. Nursery
35. Visitors ' Room
36. Dumbwaiter
16. Chart Room
17. Examination and Treatment
19. Demonstration

T 4th
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A 3rd
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SURGICAL 23 Beds
Maximum 26 Beds
1. Toilet
2. Bath
3. Special Nur ses
4. Nur ses' Station
5. Utilit y
6. Servery
7. Janitor
B. Sub Utility
9. Fl ower Roo ;n
10. Solarium
11. lin en Ch :,te
12 . Stretchers
13. Storage
20. Quiet Rr om

PEDIATRIC 30 Beds
Ma x imum 32 Beds
1. Toil e t
3 . Spec ial Nurses
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15. Con sulting Room
16. Waiting
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18 . Superintende nt ' s Bed Room
19. Supe rintenden t's Sitting Roo m
26 . Dumb w aiter
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NEW GENERAL HOSPITAL, MONCTON, NEW BRUNSWICK
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16. Pipe Sp a ce
20 . lava to ry
28. Ut ility
34. Da rk Room
43. Vest ibule
83 . O.P .D. Entrance
84 . Dental
85. O bse rva tion W ord
86. Ph ysio·the ra p y
87. Casualty
88. Am bu lance Drivers
89. Ambula nce Ent ry
90 . Ambulance Entrance
9 1. Deep The rapy

92. Supe rficia l Therapy
93 . Control
94. Gener al Treatment
95. Storage
96 . Rest Room
97. Dress ing Room
98. Gastric
99. Wet Film Viewing
100. Radiog raphic
101. Radio logist's O ffice
102 . Viewing
103. Secretary, X-Ray
104. Mobi le X·Ray
10 5. Fracture

106.
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10 8 .
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Cystoscopic
Photo
Unsteril e Bulk Sto res
Clean-up Area

110.
111.
112.
113.

Central Supp ly
Equipment Space
Sterile Stores
Pharmacy

114.
115 .
116.
11 7.

Fan Room
Compressor
Garbage-Refrig.
Can Wa sh

118. Meat Refrig .

119.
120.
12 1.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.

Vegetabl e Store
Kitchen Elev . Hall
Rece iv ing Entrance
Acce ss to El ev . Pit
Explosion Proof Vault
Electrica l Room
Genera I Stores
Telephone Eq u ipment
Mechanical Equipment

128. Pit
129. Pneumatic Tube Ex change
130 . Female Help Lockers
131. Ma le He lp lockers
132 . Staff Nurses ' lock e rs
133 . Technicians Etc . lockers
134. Student Nurses ' Coat -Room
135. House Keepers ' Store
136 . Hou se Kee pers' Office
137 . Sewing Room
138. laboratory
139 . Morgue Re frig .
140. Ante- Room
141. Autopsy Room
142 . Office
143. Sec retary, Pu rchasing Dept.

144. Purchasing Office
145. Unas sig ned
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1. 1 Bed -room
2 . 2 Bed- room
3 . 4 Bed -room
4. Soiled Ut il it y
5 . Clean Utili ty
6 . Nurses ' Station
7 . Medicine
B. Bath
9. Sitz Bath
10 . Exam . Roo m
12 . Public la vato ry
13. Pantry
14. Jan ito rs' Closet
15. Stre tch er Space
16. Pipe Space
20. lavatory
2B. Ut ility
36. Close t
39. No u ri shment Cen tre
40. Nur s in g Office
41 . Nurses ' Sec re tar y
42. Director of Nurs in g
43 . Vestibule
44 . Lobby
· 45 . Info rmati o n Des k

46 . Te lephone Exchange
47 . Minograph
48. Admitting
49. Cashier ' s Cage
50 . General Office

1st

FLOOR

51. Vault

52. Offi ce Manager
53. Doctors ' Entran ce
54 . Do ctors ' l oung e
55. Records ' Room
56. Confe rence Room
57. li brary
58. Directo r' s Office
59. Director's Secretary
60. Di sh Collection
61 . Vegeta ble and Fruit Re fri g .
62 . Da iry Refrig.
63. Meat Refri g.
64. Dai ly Stores
65. Ho ldin g Refrig .
66. Assistant Di e tit ians
68. Wa iti ng
69. Special Di e ts
70. Kitchen
71 . Cafeteria .

T 2 nd
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1. 1 Bed-room
2 . 2 Bed -room
3. 4 Bed -room
4. Soiled Ut ility
5 . Clean Utilit y
6 . Nurses' Station
7. Med icine
10. Exa m.
13 . Pantry
14. Janitor s' Closet
15. Stretcher Space
16. Pipe Space
20 . lavatory
23. Scrub and Sub Ster.
26. Nur ses ' Work Room
29. Nur ses ' locke rs
30 . Doctors' lockers
32 . Records
68 . Waiting
72 . Deli ve ry
73. l abour
74. labo ur and De li ve ry
75. Sto rage
76. Nurse ry
77. Prema ture
78. Suspect
79. Ante- room
80. Formula
Bl . Bottle Wo sh
82. Sho wer
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A 3rd
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1. 1 Bed -room
2. 2 Bed-room
3 . 4 Bed-room
4. Soiled Utility
5. Cl ea n Utility
6 . Nurses ' Station
7 . Medicine
8. Bath
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Equipm ent Stores
Scrub and Sub-ster.
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Nurses' Work-room
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29. Nurses ' l ockers
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31. Recovery Room
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13 . Pantry
14. Janitors ' Closet
15. Stretcher Space
16. Pipe Space

32. Records Room
33. Ster il e Stores
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34. Dark Room

35 .
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38 .

Intern's Bed -room
Closet Space
Fan Space
El ev. Machine Room

21 . Operating

T

AND

4th & 5th FLOOR PLANS
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FLOOR
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1.
2.
3.
4.

1 Bed- room
2 Bed -room
4 Bed -room
Soiled Ut ility
5 . Clean Util ity
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11 .
12 .
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
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Nur ses ' Station
Medicine
Bath
Sitz Bath
Exam. Room
Visitors ' Room
Public l avatory
Pantry
Janitor s' Closet
Stretcher Space
Pipe Space
1 I Crib Ward
5 Bed Ward
Ploy Room
la vatory
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This article was first published in
The Canadian Hospital for February 1951

and is here reprinted by permission

H . H . MADILL

THE ARCHITECT AND THE HOSPITAL BOARD

WHEN the requirements of a hospital project have been
decided upon by the Board of Trustees, it is the architect's
problem to design a building which will meet these
requirements to the best advantage, taking into consideration the comfort of patients and the efficiency with which
the medical, nursing, and administrative staffs, may carry
out their work. He will select the materials and methods
of construction from the standpoint, not only of original
cost but, also, and this is of even greater importance, from
the standpoint of economy of maintenance and operation
of the plant.
THE BuiLDING CoMMITTEE
There must be the closest relationship between the
board and the architect during the development of the
project. Since the board is usually composed of a fairly
large group of citizens representing various sections of
the community, this relationship can best be carried on
through a building committee. The committee would be
appointed by the board and consist of a small group of
keenly interested persons who would be willing to give the
time necessary for the consideration of the many diversified problems involved. Where possible the committee
should include at least one person with a knowledge of
building. His experience and his ability to interpret
architect's drawings in blue print form will do much to
facilitate the work of the committee. Other members of
the committee should be familiar with the needs of one or
more of the various departments of the hospital and interpret their needs in the development of the scheme. All
matters relating to the project should be handled through
this committee which will make its recommendations to
the board in the presence of the architect. The architect
gains much by firsthand knowledge of board discussions.
Points arise which he will note in his own minutes. He may
wish to bring forward new ideas, not previously discussed
in committee, arising out of the discussions of the board.
He may be able to defend points about which he is particularly enthusiastic and he may be able to elucidate certain
complicated matters better than the chairman or members
of the committee.
SELECTING THE ARCHITECT
One of the first duties of the committee is to select the
architect, for the approval of the board. The design of a
hospital is such a specialized problem that an extensive
knowledge of the most recent developments in planning
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equipment is essential. If there is a local architect who has
had the necessary experience, he should be given every
consideration. If the local architect has not had this
specialized experience, the work might b e handled in
either of two ways:
(a) A firm experienced in hospital work would be
appointed as architects with the local firm acting as
associate architects. In this case, the former would be
responsible for the entire project. They would prepare the
preliminary studies, the working drawings, the specifications, and details. The associate architects would supervise
the work of construction and generally act as liaison
between the building committee and the architects.
(b) The local firm might be employed as the architects
with a firm experienced in hospital work acting as consulting architects (not to be confused with hospital
consultants). Under this arrangement the consulting architects would plan the building in the form of preliminary
studies and advise on the construction and equipment.
From these studies the architects would prepare the
working drawings and specifications and supervise the
construction of the building.
Some members of the board may ask if stock plans of
hospitals of various sizes are not available. It will be found
that the requirements of any two communities are never
identical and an attempt to use plans prepared for another
locality may result in the adoption of unsuitable or obsolete ideas. In such a case development in building research
is retarded and it is more difficult to make the changes
which are continually being introduced in hospital design.
SELECTING THE SITE
The architect should be appointed before the site has
been officially decided upon. Many of the factors concerning the site will be obvious to all members of the building
committee but others may be overlooked unless investigated by the specialist. Such items are:
1. Drainage of the site and nature of the soil-clay, rock,
quicksand or filled ground.
2. Availability of water supply, electricity, gas, and telephone services, sanitary sewers, and storm sewers.
3. Orientation, as it is important in the Canadian climate
to take advantage of southern exposure and desirable
prevailing winds.
4. Sufficient area for present requirements and future
extensions.
5. Transportation - walking distance to street cars or
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buses - good roads for motor cars and ambulances.
6. Parking facilities.
7. Quiet location off main thoroughfare and away from
noise, smoke, dust, and objectionable odours of industries.
8. High ground to provide good outlook and circulation
of air.
9. Relative costs of different sites. The advantages and
disadvantages must be weighed.
10. Local planning board projects including arterial
roads, zoning, et cetera.
PRELIMINARY STUDIES

Probably the most important contribution of the
architect is the skill and creative ability which he brings to
solving the problem as presented by the board. The results
of this are presented in the form of preliminary studies.
The planning of each dep artment and its relation to the
scheme as a whole will be solved in detail. In fact the
success of the whole scheme will dep end on the decisions
made at this stage. All bylaws and regulations must be
complied with, not the least important being the requirements of the provincial government on which grants are
based.
CoNTRACT DocuMENTS

When the preliminary studies have been approved by
the board and the government departments concerned,
the architect translates them into working drawings and
specifications. These are legal documents which show in
detail the work required of each and every trade, from the
excavation to the last piece of finishing hardware.
The working drawings and specifications are then issued
to contractors who will each submit a price for which they
will contract to carry out the work. The architect will
advise on the selection of the contractor and will explain
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to the board the implications of such sections of the
documents as guaranty bonds, liability insurance, and
mechanics liens.
CoNSTRUCTION OF THE BUILDING

During the period of construction, the architect will
inspect the work to see that the requirements of the contract are fulfilled. Payments to the contractor are usually
made once a month. These are made on certificates issued
by the architect after he has checked the value of the work
completed to that time and has made deductions for previous payments, provision for mechanics liens, et cetera.
In this way the board is protected in the financial transactions b etween it and the contractor.
In completing the project the architect will advise on
the equipment, furnishings, and decoration. It is realized
now that the "institutional feeling" produced by buff and
green colours in older hospitals is quite undesirable. The
theory and practice of colour therapy are recognized and
accepted by the medical profession. Certain colours or
combinations of colours excite, disturb, or depress, while
others induce repose or happiness. There are "warm" and
"cool" colours, as well, that can be used to advantage in
northern or southern asp ects or for rooms where warmth
or coolness is desirable. In making his recommendations,
the architect will be guided by the latest studies which
have been made by exp erts in this field.
The building of a hospital is the combined effort of a
team consisting of the board, the hospital consultant, the
administrator, and the architect. The degree of success
will be in direct relation to the ability of the group to work
as a team. Each makes an important contribution and
helps to bring about the desired result- a hospital which
will be the pride of the community.
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HUMBER} [[MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, WESTON, ONTARIO
JOHN B. PARKIN ASSOCIATES, ARCHITECTS
Ge ne ral Contract.o rs : Fried Construction Company Limited
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LEGEND

TO

ALL

FLOORS

1. Serving Kitchen
2. Dishwashing
3 . Janitor
4 . Grocery Storage
.5. Sewing Room
6 . Dry Goods Storage
7. Equipment
8. Electrical
9. Consultant

10 . Staff Lockers
11 . Staff Room
12. linen
13. Encephalography Office
14. Patient
15. Operator
16. Treatment Cubicle
17. Occupational Therapy
18. Gymnasium
19. Hydrotherapy
20. Private Waiting
21 . General Office
22. Public Wa iting
23. Men

TYPICAL

7th

24. Women

25. Servery
26. Clean Utility
27. Soiled Utility
28 . Bath
29. Sitz Bath
30. Ward
31 . Solarium
32. Superintendent
33. Nurses' Station
34. Soiled Clothes
35. Sub· Utility
36 .
37.
38.
39.
40 .

Teaching
Formula
Clean-up
Examination
Nursery

41 . Work Room

42 .
43.
44 .
45.

Premature Nursery
Observation Nursery
Doctors
Nurse s' Dressing
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E. H. Price, P.E., Mechanical Engineer
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ARCHITECTURE ON THE SOUTH BANK

WoHLn's F AIHS and International Expositions in the past,
from Britain's 1851 Exhibition to the New York World's
Fair, have led us to expect a certain characteristic pattern
in such spectacles. Britain's 1951 Festival, however, will
be different. It is not a "Trade Fair" in the sense that these
others have been. Its object is to exhibit Britain's contributions to civilization in the fields of the arts, sciences,
technology and industrial design. Unlike other Expositions, too, it will not be confined to a single city or locality,
but will use the whole of the United Kingdom as a background for its activities. There will be ten exhibitions
divided among London, Edinburgh and Glasgow; twentyfour Festivals of the Arts, ranging from Inverness in Scotland, to Bournemouth on the South Coast of England, and
Belfast in Ireland; an elaborate Pleasure Garden at Battersea Park; a land travelling exhibition which will visit four
cities in the Highlands; a seagoing exhibition mounted in
the Festival ship "Campania" which will visit ten of the
principal ports in the British Isles.
Architecturally, however, the focus of the Festival is the
South Bank Exhibition, with another focus at Poplar
where the redevelopment of a blitzed area-the Lansbury
Development - is being included as a "Live Architecture"
.exhibit.
The South Bank site is an area that has long been a
problem to London, consisting as it did of 27 acres of
derelict land, covered by abandoned industrial buildings,
broken down warehouses, collapsed jetties and river
traffic facilities , located on the south bank of the river
Thames in the heart of London, immediately opposite the
proud urban skyline of its administrative and entertainment centre. As long ago as 1935 the London County
Council expressed its anxiety to clear and redevelop the
area. Until the war, however, nothing was done except
the construction of the new Waterloo Bridge, and the
initiation of legal procedure to acquire the property. During the war the area suffered heavy bomb damage, and
much of the property acquired by the Council was razed
to the ground. In 1948, Sir Patrick Abercrombie in his
County of London Plan suggested that the site be redeveloped as a great cultural centre, including among other
buildings, a theatre, concert hall, offices and headquarters
for various organizations. Even so it seemed unlikely that
the Council could accomplish such a redevelopment
unaided. When the National Government announced that
it planned to stage a Festival and had chosen the South
Bank as its site, the possibility of realizing the vision of
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the County of London Plan was brought within reach. It
is this background of events which lies behind the fact
that the Concert Hall is the only structure in the entire
Exhibition which will be left standing when the Festival
has ended. It will form part of the redevelopment of the
area, final details of which have not yet been published.
Altogether, there will be about thirty buildings on the
South Bank site, including administration buildings and
some fourteen restaurants and cafes. There is also a quantity of outdoor display. Some of Britain's leading sculptors
and painters have been commissioned to execute works
which will be incorporated in the broad general design of
the Exhibition. Each building is designed by a different
architect or group of architects, ranging from men with
international reputations, such as Maxwell Fry, to the
young and still comparatively unknown Architect's
Co-operative Partnership. But the whole is supervised and
co-ordinated by a panel of five, who have also designed
the lay-out for the site. These five are Hugh Casson (Director of Architecture for the Festival), Misha Black, James
Gardner, James Holland, and Ralph Tubbs.
The Hungerford Railway Bridge cuts across the site at
high level , dividing it roughly in half. This division is used
to develop the theme of the Festival - that British
achievement is the result of the interplay of two forces:
the character of the people and the resources of the land
-in two sequences of buildings. Those buildings upstream
from the bridge deal with the land, those downstream,
with the people.
Both sequences will each have its own main starting
point and there will be a logical development in the story
from one building to the next. All sections, however, will
be complete in themselves and the visitor can of course
follow his own inclination in the matter of sequence.
The starting points of both sequences will be on the
main concourse which runs at right angles to the river.
It is approximately 400 feet long by 150 feet wide and is
sunk slightly below the level of the surrounding ground.
The two sequences are entered from either side of the
main concourse through two cone-shaped aluminium
covered canopies.
Taking the recommended circulation, and beginning,
say, with the upstream sequence, the story will develop
through the following pavilions: "
The land of Britain (5) . This section introduces the
upstream sequence. It shows how the British Isles were
<>Numbers In parenthesis refer to key plan.
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Birds-eye-view of the model
of the South Bank Exhibition,
Festival of Britain 1951

1. Chiche ley Street Gate
2. Information and Po5t Office
3. Fairway Cafe
4. Station Gate, Escalator Hall for Und er·
ground below

5. Th e Land of Britain
6 . The Natural Scene and the Countr y
7 . Mineral s of the Is land
8 . Pow e r and Production
9. The '51 Bar
10 . Sea and Ships
11 . Dome of Discov e ry
12 . Transpo rt and Com m unication s
13 . Reg atta Restau rant and Emban kment Gate

14. The Skylon
15.
16.
17.
18.

Lan ding Stage
Admin istration Block
Th e Peop le of Britain
Th e li on and th e Un icorn

19. Un icor n Cafe

20. Telev ision
21 . Telecinema
22 . l ocomoti ve Exhibit, Turntabl e Cafe be lo w
23 . Police and First · Aid
24. Hom es and Garden s
25. Courtyard
26. Admini stration a nd Staff Cantee n

27. Ro ya l Fes tival Hall
28 . Seaside
29. 1851 Cen ten a ry Pa vil ion
30. Shot Towe r
31. Wate rloo Bridge GateTh e New School s and Desig n Rev iew below
32. Harbour Buffet
33. Hea lth
34 . Th ameside Cafeter ia
35. Sport
36. Rodn ey Pier
37. Sport
38 . l anding Stag e
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formed, the origins of their natural resources, and their
varied landscape.
The Agricultural Pavilion (6) will have an introductory
section showing how the wild life of Britain varies from
one area to another, the interdependence of animals and
plants, and how man has modified the landscape. This
will lead into the section dealing with rural life and agriculture. The centre part of this pavilion consists of a 60
foot span, open Dutch barn, with flat roofed, two storey
buildings at either end. These are enclosed with walls of
natural stone and other materials typical of farm buildings.
A glazed gallery runs the length of the first door. On the
ground floor are stock pens and displays of agricultural
machinery.
The Natural Resources Pavilion (7) will exhibit the raw
materials of Britain. It is a reinforced concrete structure,
standing on a podium. It is a tetrahedron in shape, and
from the interior, the forced perspective created by the
batter of the walls give the impression of being at the
bottom of a mine shaft. The exterior is faced in precast
concrete blocks treated to suggest a coal facing.
Across the courtyard from the Agriculture and Raw
Materials Pavilions is a series of buildings comprising a
Post Office (2), Information Offices, Cloakrooms, and a
H.estaurant (3). It is entered from the courtyard over three
footbridges across a decorative canal. Each of these
bridges has on it a free-standing Information Kiosk. Over
this group of buildings is the main perimeter screen, built
of steel scaffold tubes and carrying an intricate arrangement of coloured canvas panels.
At the South end of the courtyard is the Chicheley Street
entrance to the Exhibition. This entrance is covered by a
free-standing reinforced concrete canopy (1) of daring
design. Beyond this, a turning courtyard for wheeled
vehicles is provided, and following the arc of the courtyard, on the south boundary of the site, is the curved
Administration Building. The public side of this building,
on the ground floor, has a wide corridor behind which are
offices looking on to a small garden. The first floor consists
of a series of boxes suspended from steel bipods, and
connected by a closed corridor. A light aluminium bridge
connects this block with the tetrahedron of the Raw
Materials Pavilion.
At the north end of the courtyard is the Waterloo Station
two-level entrance (4). This building is planned to accommodate the escalator head from Waterloo Underground
Station. The ground floor is mainly devoted to entrance
faciliti es. The first floor links with Waterloo Station by
means of a footbridge at high level across York Road. The
building is a light frame construction, part reinforced
concrete, part steel. The roof is suspended from laminated
wood arches.
Returning to the sequence of exhibition buildings
proper, we come next to the Power and Production Pavilion. Here will b e exhibited the harnessing of power, the
uses and processing of metals, the role of research, design
and management in industry. The building is of a tubular
steel constructions, about 50 feet high and 300 feet by
100 on plan. It is covered externally with glass, corrugated
asbestos, and brick panels. There is a gallery from which
the ground floor exhibition can be viewed, and which
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itself accommodates exhibits.
Moving on towards the river, the next building is the
Sea and Ships Pavilion (10). This will display many aspects
of Britain's marine activity, from engines and a ship testing
tank, to small fishing tackle. The pavilion consists of a
series of Portal frames of light steel construction approximately 50 feet wide, 300 feet long and 40 feet high. In
addition there is a platform some 50 feet away from the
main block, overlooking the arrival landing stage on the
river front and linked with the main block by a prestressed
concrete bridge. This is about 12 feet above the ground.
There is an internal gallery to the main block at the same
height. The main floor is at different levels to accommodate the various exhibits. Facing is aluminium, asbestos
sheeting, and canvas. The rear elevation of the building
will carry a 40 foot square relief sculpture by Siegfried
Charoux, and in front of it, on the river edge, will be a
mobile water display.
The Transport Pavilion (12) deals with air, rail, road,
and sea transportation. It will display a number of full size
examples of contemporary locomotives, road vehicles, aircraft and ship equipment. Working models will be used
including those of docks and airports, and the role of radio
and radar as used in transport operations will be featured.
The ground floor of this building is open and laid out to
display the heavier exhibits. There are three galleries at
different heights behind the full y glazed upper fac;:ade.
The building is steel frame, about 250 feet long and
between 40 feet and 60 feet wide.
Finally in the upstream sequence is its principal pavilion, the Dome of Discovery (11). It will house the exhibits
dealing with British achievement in the realm of exploration and scientific research. On e section will display the
latest knowledge of the structure and nature of matter,
culminating in a display of nuclear energy. Others will
be concerned with land, sea, and Polar exploration, Inner
Space, Outer Space, and the living world. The structure
is the largest dome in the world- 365 feet in diameter, 45
feet to the eaves, and 93 feet to the -apex of the dome. It
stands on a stepped podium and is supported by sloping
latticed steel struts forming equilateral triangles, pin
jointed at top and bottom. The dome is sheathed in
aluminium. Inside there are three galleries at different
levels. The highest is 35 feet supported on concrete pins,
the other two are 12 feet and 22 feet, respectively, supported on the steel framework. There is an escalator up
to the 35 foot level.
Beyond the Dome, hovering on the river's edge, is the
vertical feature (14). This is a slender, elongated ellipse
of aluminium, some 300 feet high, which will appear to
hang suspended in space. It is constructed of a lattice steel
framework, ringed round at close intervals with pressed
aluminium louvre reflectors. It will b e illuminated internally, and aluminium cones will spill the light outward
onto the external reflectors. The lower tip of this "skylon"
as it is call ed will rest on a cradle of steel cables 40 feet
above the ground.
Between the Skylon and the Dome will be placed one
of the four large works of sculpture specially commissioned for the Festival. This one is by Barbara Hepworth.
It will stand about 10 feet high on a 7 foot pedestal.
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DISCOVERY

(11)

View of part of interior of Dome when under
construction ; the picture shows roof structure
just prior to covering with
aluminium sheeting

CHICHELEY STREET ENTRANCE

CANOPY

(1)

The perimeter screen is in th e background

WATERLOO STATION

ENTRANCE

(31)

The Dome is on the left with
Transport Pavilion on the rig ht
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Turning now to the downstream sequence, which deals
with the people of Britain under various headings, we find
its starting point off the main concourse, opposite to that
of the upstream sequence. The entrance, again , is through
a cone-shaped aluminium canopy. Its first section carries
it under the Hungerford railway bridge.
The first pavilion is the Origins of the People (18). This
_will show the various invasions and assimilations which
have produced the British nation of today. The building
itself is of light steel fram e, left exposed, with brick panel
walls standing free of the steel work. The exhibits are seen
from platforms and ramps at different levels.
This is followed by the Character and Tradition Pavilion
(18) which will attempt to show some of the characteristic
ideas which make up the British attitude to life. It will
deal with such things as the idea of Parliamentary Government, religions and civil liberties, craftsmanship, etc. The
pavilion is a simple rectangular structure with a gallery
along one of the long sides and stairs at each end. Threequarters of the long wall looking on to the exhibition
courtyard is glazed from the ground to the eaves level.
The roof is curved in sections, and the walls are finished
with cement rendering sprayed onto expanded metal
lathing.
Attached to this building is a small open air restaurant
(19) with a canvas roof supported by decorative pol es.
The Homes and Gardens Pavilion (24) will display ways
of using living space with greatest economy. Problems
such as the multi-purpose room, home entertaining, the
place of radio and television , the making of gardens and
the use of the backyard will be considered. The pavilion
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provides a background to a large work of sculpture by
Jacob Epstein.
The Introductory Pavilion and Telecinema (20/ 21) are
next. The Introductory Pavilion is a small rectangular,
reinforced concrete building on two floors. One-third of
the ground floor is left open to serve as a passageway
under Hungerford bridge, from one-half of the exhibition
to the other. It will deal with cinematography and television, and will introduce the T elecinema itself, where
both films and television will be shown. The Telecinema
makes use of the existing basements of demolished properties, and the ground floor auditorium level is below ground
level. Above this is a light steel superstructure spanned
by standard size steel roof trusses. The Balcony and projection equipment sections are constructed as a box girder
frame. The walls of the main hall are covered with a
9-inch quilt of soundproof material hung from the steel
framework, to ensure against noises from the adjacent
railway bridge. It will seat about 400 p eople.
In the courtyard adjoining the Telecinema are the
Creche and Family Pavilion (25). The Creche is designed
to take 250 children between the ages of fi ve and seven.
It includes reception, playrooms, a well-equipped open-air
play space for infants and juniors, together with a milk
bar, medical section, miniature cinema, and administration block. The structure is of light tubular steel, clad in
asbestos, wallboard and canvas. The Family Pavilion is
a rectangular building of light steel frame, with walls and
roof of stretched canvas panels.
The Waterloo Bridge Entrance to the Exhibition (31) is
one of the five main entrances. It consists of turnstiles,
entrances and exits from Waterloo Bridge, Road, and is
constructed of reinforced concrete with light metal and
plastic superstructure. The tower adjacent to the entrance
is of open tubular framework with decorative features
and will house a glass-sided elevator serving a viewing
platform 80 feet above the ground. Under this building
will be a series of spaces devoted to a display on "Schools."
Under Waterloo Bridge, following the curved wall of
the river embankment, will be the Thameside Cafeteria
(34). It will be of light prefabricated construction, with
canvas and plaster cladding. Above the embankment wall
it will have a fully glazed fa<;ade.
The Harbour Buffet (32) is placed to overlook two
decorative pools (one of which is constructed within an
existing barge dock on the site) which will contain river
craft, model boats, etc. It will be a light prefabricated
structure openly planned and mainly canvas clad.
The Sports Pavilion (35) will be devoted mainly to sports
which originated in Britain and have subsequently b een
adopted across the world. One section will demonstrate
craftsmen making the sporting equipment, another will
be used for sporting demonstrations. This building is also
of light prefabricated construction with canvas cladding.
Already existing on the site is a Shot Tower (30), formerly used by industry in the preparation of lead shot. It is
being preserved as part of the E xhibition and will carry
a lighthouse beacon, and radar equipment for directing
impulses at the moon, and picking up their reflections. It
will carry a decorative balcony around its base, commemorating the 1851 Exhibition. Between the Shot Tower and
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the Sports Pavilion will be a Grass Arena for displays of
physical culture and various sports.
The Seaside Exhibit (28) will show how the British
Coastline has b een developed in two distinctive directions
- the Port, and the Resort. Exhibits will range from lifeboats and yachting, to bathing dresses and pier amusements. It will be an open-air display situated along the
embankment terrace b etween the Concert Hall and the
river. The main display is arranged below a canvas velarium carried on six tubular steel masts 65 fee t high, which
will also support small covered "look-out" platforms cantilever out over the river. A bridge containing a bar will
overlook the approaches to one of the two main river
landing stages.
The permanent Concert Hall (27) is the dominating
structure in the downstream sequence. There are three
principal elements in the design - a main concert hall, a
small concert hall, and a main foyer, with the foyer at an
intermediate level between the main hall above, and the
small hall below.
The main hall seats about 2900 with additional seating
for 250 in the choir, and standing room for another 300.
The platform provides for an orchestra of 100, choir of 250
and a full concert organ. Backstage there are practice
rooms, dressing rooms, refreshment facilities, and a full
scale reproduction of the concert platform, for rehearsals.
The auditorium itself is acoustically one of the most
advanced designs in the world, capable of b eing tuned
and adjusted to the requirements of the p erformance.
The promenades surroundin g the Concert Hall are
readily accessible from the auditorium and give magnificent views up and down the river.
The small hall seats 750. It has separate access and is
planned for chamber music, cinema projection, dramatic
p erformances, recitals, etc. It has a stage platform with
proscenium opening and a hanging loft for scenery.
The main fo yer is planned as a promenade space. It may
be used either for concert hall purposes or for other uses
such as receptions, dances, etc. It is equipped with its
own bar.
Adjoining the main foyer, and overlooking the river, is
a restaurant on two levels, catering for 700 p eople. The
space is highly flexible and may be used in several ways.
Both foyer and restauran t have direct connection with the
terrace and riverside gardens.
The whole of the top floor over the b ackstage accommodation is reserved for exhibition space.
Adjacent to this are two meeting rooms which can be
used for lectures. One of these seats 200, the other 100. In
addition , two further recep tion suites are provided.
Perhaps one ought not to make comparisons. And yet
the temptation is very strong. Faced with an event such
as the 1951 Festival, one's mind inevitably goes back to
the 1851 Exhibition and tries to evaluate one against the
other. If I may be p ermitted to indulge the temptation,
then, it seems to me, that the great difference between the
two events is that there is nothing on the South Bank that
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THE

SOUTH

BANK

will represent for the future what the Crystal Palace of
1851 represented. The Crystal Palace presaged a new era
in the architectural concep tion of space, and in technical
development. The South Bank represents a refin ement
and re-assessment of the architectural thought of the past
half-century. This does not mean that there is nothing new
on the South Bank. On the contrary. The roof of the Fair-

ROOF

OVER

FAIRWAY

RESTAURANT

Showing diagrid constructed of 3 11 x 15 11
pre-cast post-stressed concrete beams,
giving clear span of 60 fe et

way Restaurant ((3) on the key map) for example, is
constructed of a diagrid of pre-cast, post-stressed concrete
beams, only 3 inches by 15 inches in section but spanning
clear an area 60 feet by 50 feet. The beams, carrying
concealed continuous lighting on top, form the interior
ceiling treatment. It is an exciting piece of design, and, as
far as I know, quite unique. Again, the dynamic concept of
the "skylon," compared with the static qualities of the
trylon and perisphere which symbolized the New York
World's Fair, represents an advance, both structurally and
aesthetically.
But is not so much the innovations as such, which
impresses the visitor. It is rather the very high general
standard of design; the refin ement of detail, and the sensitivity to structure, colour, texture, and the play of space.
The Dome of Discovery, the Chicheley Street entrance
canopy and administration block are only some of the
designs which indicate how far British architecture has
re-examined the cliches and the established dicta of our
times. And even in term s of presaging the future, as the
Crystal Palace did in 1851, the Festival of Britain 1951
has a contribution to make. But this will not be found on
the South Bank. One must go to the "Live Architecture"
exhibition at Poplar, to find it. For just as the Crystal Palace symbolized the coming era of technical and spatial
discovery, so the Lansbury development symbolizes the
coming era of social reconstruction. But that is another
story.
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From Mr A. L. Gale's article in the Febmary issue of the
JouRNAL on Architectural Criticism we learn that if we
charge someone with libel we must show that the statement complained of was untme in fact. I dimly recollect
that the painter Whistler took an action against Ruskin
who had, it seems, stated that Whistler had thrown a pot
of paint at the heads of the public. Maybe the paint-pot
expression was not the real crux of the case for Ruskin
would have had some difficulty in proving that Whistler
did in fact misuse the paint-pot and the public in the
manner alleged. The action went against Ruskin who was
amerced one farthing as damages.
H.uskin was one of the greatest critics of architecture and
painting, often wrong in the lower courts yet right in the
higher courts of judgement. His "aphorisms" read so
quaintly today that many must raise a smile and on e may
be inclined even to scoff at some of them. Yet it would b e
folly to do so. It would b e wiser to think them over a bit.
For here was a man consumed with zeal for the beautiful
who "loathed the wrong and aye upheld the right," a man
of keenest sensibility and of great accuracy and extent
of observation who under the fire of bitter criticism
magnificently maintained his own criteria. It should be
remembered that in his later life h e wished to withdraw
all his works on architecture because they embodied early
prejudices which he regretted . But these works had been
eagerly purchased in thousands and withdrawal was
impracticable. Some of these prejudices are easily discernible and easily discounted. Some of them arose from an
early rigid religious training which induced the idea that
the division of mankind into sheep and goats was part of
the necessary duties of individual judgement; works of art
were the evidence on which men were to be judged.
A more serious characteristic of Ruskin's was that his
mind was captive to the past. Architecture was completed
in the past. The best had been. Further evolution was not
a possibility. The laws of criticism were inevitable like
physical laws. He admits, however, that human nature
may have to b end to necessity. In one case, where he has
to excuse a common practice which he cannot wholly
approve, he says, "Outcry has been made against it but
the thing is so strongly necessary that it has always forced
itself into acceptance." So many things have forced themselves into acceptance since H.uskin's time that it would
require a considerable number of additional aphorisms to
include them. His judgements are based almost entirely
upon stone or brick construction. Concrete, steel and
reinforced concrete have received general acceptance to
such an extent that a present day architect must feel that
he is living and working in a different world from Ruskin's.
His early confidence in the adequacy of his own knowledge to divide the right from the wrong appears in such
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passages as this: after discussing the principal features of
architecture, walls, piers, arches, roofs, buttresses, openings and ornament, H.uskin assures us, "the reader has now
some knowledge of the principal features of all possible
architecture . . . and feels himself prepared, by understanding their plain function , to form something like a
reasonable and definite judgement whether they be good or
bad; and this right judgement of parts will, in most cases,
lead him to just reverence or condemnation of the whole."
H is aim is ever justice with consequent reverence or condemnation and this justice is readily ascertainable by
ordinary methods of reasoning.
Here is a typical example of his critical method: He
decides that all considerable openings in walls should b e
spanned by arches, as b eing the strongest means, and since
doors are necessary but must be of awkward shape if
continued into the arch, a horizontal lintel must be placed
across at the springing of the arch. The tympanum above
this may be either solid or glazed. H e then concludes,
"This is the form of all good doors, without exception, over
the whole world and in all ages and no other can ever be
invented." One is apt to smile at this characteristically
sweeping statement. But if one were to search the world
for the most b eautiful doorways the best would answer
this description and this is surely a fact worthy of an
architect's notice.
Two short quotations give us the foundations on which
H.uskin's thinking is based:
"Perhaps all that we have to do is meant for nothing
more than an exercise of the heart and the will and is
useless in itself."
"There is no wealth but life."
C. E. Burgess
CONTRIBUTORS

TO

THIS ISSUE

HENRY GoRDON H uGHES, B. Arch., A.R.I.B.A., :M.R.A.I.C., was
born in Quebec City in 1902. He was educated in Canada
and in England and at Royal Military College and McGill
University. H e has worked in Montreal and in New York
and now has a private practice in Ottawa. H e is also
architect to the Royal Canadian Mint and the National
H.esearch Council Laboratories. In 1946 he joined the
Department of National H ealth and W elfare as Chief,
Hospital D esign Division.
H . H. MADILL, the author of the article The Architect and
the Hospital Board, is Director of the School of Architecture, University of Toronto. He was made a F ellow of the
R.A.I.C. in 1935 and was honoured by the American Institute of Architects with a Corresponding Membership in
that Institute at their convention in 1948. Professor Madill
has represented the University of Toronto on the Registra-
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tion Board of the O.A.A. since 1936 and has been Chairman
of the Board since 1944. H e is also a member of the firm
of Craig & Madill, Architects, in Toronto.
E. A. LEVIN, born in Winnipeg, 1919. University Arts and
Science studies interrupted by war. Captain in the Queen's
Own Cameron Highlanders in .W. Europe. Married in
England during the war. Returned to take B. Arch. at University of Manitoba. At present in England working for
Architects Co-operative Partnership on F estival buildings,
and studying Planning at School of Planning and Research
for Regional D evelopment.
OBITUARY

FREESTONE, A. J., (63) chief architect for the Toronto Board
of Education, died suddenly on March 12.
Born and educated in Toronto, he was responsible for
the plans of Northern Vocational, Western Technical,
Harbord Collegiate, Danforth T echnical, Jarvis Collegiate, L awrence Park Collegiate, and many other schools.
With the assistance of the former chief architect, C. E . C.
D yson , who retired last year, Mr Freestone had worked
on plans for the proposed school for crippled children .
H e was employed by the Board of Education for 35 years.
GARDINER, William Frederick (F ), was born in Bath,
England, in May 1884. After serving an apprenticeship
with his father, he came to Vancouver in 1905 where he
commenced the practise of his profession.
His passing leaves a manifold loss. Vancouver mourns
a pion eer, one whose interests and activities for the welfare of his fellow men dated from his arrival in Canada
and embraced such fi elds as the Seamen's Institute, the
Navy League, housing and planning groups and the
Chinese r-.11ission. Any worthwhile civic or national undertaking found him an enthusiastic supporter.
He served overseas in the war 1914-18 with the 2nd
C.M.R.s, was mentioned in despatches and was severely
wounded .
The architectural profession has lost a keen and tireless
worker for ~h e improvement of the profession. A charter
member of the Architectural Institute of British Columbia,
a past president, and, until now, the Honorary Secretary,
he always found time to edit his news column in the
Journal of Commerce, to give information and advice to
architects from other places and countries, or to give
assistance to draftsmen.
His practise, though general, was largely in bank work.
The original Bank of Commerce on Main Street built in
1914, the new head office building for the same bank now
in preparation, and the new Bank of Toronto are examples.
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Without doubt, the high status of the architect in B.C. ,
owes much to Mr Gardiner's steady efforts and it is a great
pity he will not be present to welcome the next R.A.I.C.
Assembly when it convenes h ere in 1952.
GoRDON, H enry Bauld, (96) retired architect and a past
president of the Association, died on March 4.
Mr Gordon was born in Toronto. In partnership with
Grant H elliwell, he was the architect for many Toronto
churches and other buildings.
Always keenly interested in church work, Mr Gordon
spent three years in Korea and North China under the
auspices of the Presbyterian Mission Board of Canada, and
whil e in the Orient, built a number of mission churches.
H e was a gifted Bible student and teacher and contributed
material used by the International Sunday School Lessons.
H e was also noted for his translations of the Scriptures.
For 27 years he served on the trustee board of Knox
Presbyterian church and for 19 years was treasurer of the
church's tru st fund .
MARTIN, Harry, (74) who designed many buildings in East
York Township, passed away March 6, after an illness
extending for several years.
Mr Martin served on the East York Board of Education,
and designed the East York Fire Hall, the Second Church
of Christ Scientist on Danforth Avenue, the Floyd Avenue
T abernacle, the H artman Jones Memorial School, the
R. H. McGregor Public School, and many houses. H e was
co-designer in the building of the East York Collegiate.
STEWART, Hugh C., who died on January first of this year,
was unfortunately not known to a great many of our members, as being an Architect on the staff of The Bank of
Nova Scotia he did not take an active interest in the affairs
of the Association, and in consequence attended only a
few of our meetings.
Mr Stewart was a native of Glasgow, Scotland, having
been articled in that City, graduating from the Glasgow
School of Art, and before coming to Canada acted as a
draughtsman for Redpath, Brown & Company, Structural
Steel Engineers in that City. H e joined the staff of The
Bank of Nova Scotia seven years after his arrival in Canada
in 1905.
THOMSON, James, (80) died March 4 in Toronto. Born in
Innisfil Township, h e worked as an architect in Barrie and
Sault Ste Marie b efore coming to Toronto. H e was
responsible for the design of many homes in the Avenue
Road district, as well as churches, schools and industrial
buildings throughout the city. One of his last jobs was
remodelling the Barrie Town Hall.
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